CHOOSE YOUR DJ
At Starry Night we will discuss with you your musical needs and accordingly select the right DJ for your
function. However, if you like the sound of one of our DJ’s in particular, please let us know and we will
see if he is available for you on the date of your function.

DJ BRIAN
Being a DJ is super cool. I have been working for Roy since he first started the business in 1997 which
means we have been mates a very long time. I am very experienced as a wedding DJ and often do work
for Highveld radio because I am a good speaker. Sometimes people hire me for MC roles as well. I am
naturally gifted at reading crowds at parties because my skills have been sharpened and perfected over
years of doing parties. You know you are good when the party swings and I know how make that happen
every time.

DJ TREVOR
I have been a DJ for jonks. I have worked here since 2005 but long before that I was always in to music
big time. I really love alternative rock music but you know what I love it all. The way I see it is that as
long as I have a crowd, I will make it happen for them. I will always work the music according to their
tastes and preferences. I can tell what they are into music wise, the moment I see the crowd. I don’t
know how you know but you just do when you have been doing parties as long as I have. You just get an
instinctive feel for things and it just flows and you know you get it right by the response of the crowd.
That is the best feeling in the world, seeing that everyone having a great time.

DJ KAYMACK
I have been a DJ for a couple of years now. My passion is Amapiano right now. I have always loved our
local music scene and was brought up on Kwaito from my parents. I do Starry Nights Black weddings and
corporate functions and kept very busy every weekend. I have ties with the Zimbabwe and Xhosa
cultures, and have a lot of experience with Venda, Tswana etc. We all love the Zulu music as it has
always been very prolific in the South African music scene. The Nigerian and my North African friends’
music are really making a huge impact on the local music scene so it is a big must to keep up to date
with the whole of Africa’s music.

DJ MARCO
I have been with Roy since 1998. I live and breathe music. Being a wedding DJ is like a drug to me
because I never get enough of doing parties. It is a lekker job because people are so appreciative and
thankful. I also have a lot of experience in playing for Portuguese, Greek, Lebanese and Afrikaans
functions because of my background. I am lucky to be so familiar with different cultures because it
means I can play for any party and make it rock.

DJ EDDIE
I enjoy being an Afrikaans DJ because I am Afrikaans. Although I have been trained to play for all
backgrounds and cultures. I am a sound engineer so I do know my craft. My objective at a party is to
make everyone have a lekker time. I like to get the old people who has not moved a muscle for years on
that dance floor dancing and strutting their stuff. That is what a party is all about and believe me, I can
get all the age groups dancing. I have been with starry night since 2010 and I play for all parties,
weddings, corporates and birthdays.

DJ DONOVAN
I have been a DJ since 2015. Roy trained me in the business and I was hooked. I knew I would be a great
DJ because I enjoy people and love music with a passion. My favorite stuff is the latest music and I even
get requested for matric dances alot because I love all the new music. It seems to be a hot favorite with
many young people because the music at the moment really rocks. I also love the old party stuff as well
but like any DJ, you naturally have those favorites, but generally I would say I like all music. I believe in
making the client happy every time. You give them what they want and read the crowd so that
everyone is partying. That is what it is all about.

DJ GARTH
I am a DJ and have been with Roy since 2004. People are always requesting me for their functions
because they love the way I DJ. I believe I am good because I love what I do and that makes a huge
difference. People sense you are having fun and respond to that in a big way, it is infectious so to speak.
You also need to read the crowd and know what they are expecting from you. It is important to be on
the ball as a wedding DJ so that you do not overlook anything that is significant to your client. I never
ever play music too loud so that the guests cannot talk. My favorite music is the eighties and nineties
but as a DJ, naturally I like everything. I play for alot of English and Afrikaans weddings.

DJ PRINCE
My absolute passion is our local black dance music scene. I have played at various clubs and concerts
around the country. My gift is I have an ear for putting mixing and songs together to keep the mood and
the energy of the dance floor at its maximum. I have even composed my own music. I believe music
brings people together and there can be no hate when there is so much love in the air. I enjoy playing at
weddings, birthday parties and mixed corporates for Starry Night. Starry Night provides a wonderful
platform for me to express my DJ skills.

DJ STAN
I am passionate about being a DJ. People always come to me after a party and tell me that they have
never had so much fun. I always interact with the crowd at a party and enjoy involving everyone in
party games if they like that sort of thing. My objective is to make the party rock and boy it always does.

That is what being a DJ is all about. You really need to love people in this game. My favorite music is
the eighties stuff but believe me I am not stuck in a time warp. I will play whatever my clients are in to
and of course what the crowd needs to get them grooving and moving. I am also hired for corporate
functions, karaoke, Jewish weddings and Barmitsvah, and I love it all. I have been working for Roy since
2003.

DJ GRANT
I have been at starry night since 2006 and it is really cool working for Roy because he is a hell of a decent
guy. I do not think I could ever give up being a DJ because music is in my blood. It is my passion.
I play for all kinds of parties from birthdays, weddings and corporates. I get a buzz reading the crowd
correctly. Every party is different, so what you play completely depend on the crowd you have. That is
what makes this game so rewarding because you feel sense of proud satisfaction when you see
everyone having an amazing time.

DJ ADRIAN
I have been working for Roy since 2003 and being a DJ really and truly rocks. It is the best job ever.
Every party for me is fun because I always succeed in getting people on the dance floor dancing. It is a
talent that develops and matures over time. The more you play, the better you get as a DJ and the
easier it becomes for you. People are always phoning up Starry Night requesting my services and saying
that the parties that I played for are always fantastic. Afrikaans functions are a specialty of mine but I
play for all kinds of functions and nothing is too challenging for me

DJ VINCENT
I believe being a good DJ starts with understanding what your client wants from you. You also need a
ton of experience and talent. Reading a crowd is a huge skill and if a client hires someone inexperienced
it will cost them big time. A party like that is pitiful because he will struggle to get the party happening
and then people just leave. Being a DJ is a little like been psychic because you need a kind of sense of
knowing what is right to play for that party. I love all music and play for all kinds of parties from
birthdays to weddings. My favorite music is Afrikaans rock and alternative. I have been here at starry
night since 2010

DJ LUCIANO
All music rocks to me. It does not matter what it is, I love it all, so I am pretty versatile as a DJ because I
am open to play anything. I play a lot for the younger parties, weddings and corporates. I find that
people book me over and over again, so I know they like me as a DJ which is cool. I have learnt a great
deal from my Dad who is a DJ, which is a big plus for me but I have been working for Roy since 2015.

DJ SHAWN
I have been working for starry night since 2005. I think in some ways I am a perfectionist because I like
things to be exactly right. I always want to make every party more than a success. Even though I am
hard on myself, I do find being a DJ very uplifting for me because I enjoy people and love music.
I find that my parties are spontaneous and the music just flows and everyone has a brilliant time. I really
believe I am blessed because reading a crowd has become so effortless to me these days, I play for all
kinds of English, Afrikaans weddings, corporates and birthdays.

DJ JJ
I have done many functions for Starry Night. I am from Zimbabwe and I mainly specialize in doing all the
local Zimbabwean weddings here in South Africa. I love doing weddings and meeting up with the
couples and planning their whole wedding day with them. I play Shona, Local, West and East African
music.

DJ PETER
I have been with Roy since 2006. I enjoy being an Afrikaans wedding DJ but in truth I like everything. I
have been trained in every area of the disco business, so nothing is off limits and I am good at what I do.
I enjoy being a wedding DJ. I think it really makes me unwind and relax seeing people having such a
great time with lots of fun. I find that if people like you, they recommend you to all their friends and so
you get booked over and over again which is great.

DJ NELSON
I think if you are in this business, you really need to not mind the late nights, you love people and music
is your life. Being a DJ is not easy, it really does take a long time to perfect your skills and develop talent.
I have been a DJ for ages and worked for Roy since 1990, so believe me I know what I am doing and I am
brilliant at reading the crowd so that everyone has a blast. I am hired for Portuguese, Lebanese and
Greek functions but you name it and I will do it.

DJ ROY
I have been in this industry since I was knee high to a grass hopper. I started starry night in the 90ties
and have never looked back as the business has thrived and prospered. My secret is to hire the most
talented and skilled DJ’s to work for my business so that they will keep our reputation of being the best
mobile disco in the industry. I am an active DJ in my business because music is such a huge passion for
me, when it comes to music, I love absolutely everything and love the challenge to play for all kinds of
cultures, nationalities, ages and music tastes. I think versatility is my middle name because I play at
every occasion for any and every one and my parties are brilliant and very successful even if I say so
myself. It all boils down to reading the crowd and making that party an occasion that every guest will
remember in years to come because it was so good.

